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Title word cross-reference

(1 - 2u^3) [185]. (4n, 2, 4n, 2n) [225].
(n, n - 1) [240]. (n, n - 2) [240]. (p^n, p^n, p^n, 1) [35]. (r, \leq 2) [15]. (x^{pm} - x + \delta)^s + x^{pm} + x [237]. 1 [273, 174]. 105 [129]. 128 [288]. 2 [244, 243, 142, 203, 273, 182, 231, 293]. 22 [232]. 24k + 10 [310]. 2k [172]. 2^n [138, 191]. 3 [236]. 30 [68]. 4 [240, 181, 179, 163]. 4k + 2 [310]. 4 \times 4 [89]. 5 [173]. 6 [277, 26, 186]. 8 [240]. a [209]. C^* [301]. C_n \times Q_8 [225]. cx + Tr_{q'/q}(x^n) [235]. \ell [143]. \ell^p x^n [104]. f^n [69]. F_p [292].
F_p[u, v]/\langle u^2 - 1, v^3 - v, uv - vu \rangle [292].
GF(2^k) [18]. GF(2^n) [44]. GF(l) [124]. k [148, 7]. l [10]. L_1 [272]. L_1(x^3) + L_2(x^3) [272]. L_2 [272]. m [188]. M_2(F_2 + uF_2) [265].

-adic [231, 293]. -ary
[244, 326, 276, 260, 343, 150, 165]. -byte
232. -constacyclic [185]. -divisibility
243. -error [148, 7]. -Feistel [209]. -fold
182, 102. -functions [240]. -generator
174. -identifying [15]. -polynomial [128].
-relative [225, 35]. -separable [181].

16 [294].
2 [329]. 256 [216].
64 [91].
7 [75].
8 [294]. 80 [86].

Abelian [324, 45]. absolute [304].
Absorbing [342]. accelerator [63]. access [194]. achieving [160]. active [152].
addition [138, 191].adic [231, 293].
against [86, 257, 114]. algebra [111].
approximation [191]. arbitrary [269]. array [123]. arrays [80, 202, 111, 113, 65].
ary [244, 326, 276, 260, 343, 150, 165].
assisted [206]. associated [243].
Asymptotic [19, 82]. Asymptotically [181, 323, 113]. Asynchronous [290].
Autocorrelations [10]. automata [41, 274]. automatic [258]. Average [134].
Backtracking [206].
beyond-birthday [249].
Birthday [215, 257, 249]. bit [333, 212]. bits [97].
BKW [141]. Block [71, 147, 99, 249].
blockchain [217]. blockcipher [106].
blockcipher-based [106]. BLS [208].
boolean [140, 243, 107, 43, 50, 132, 271, 277, 19, 261, 144, 126, 82, 151, 175, 92, 47, 70, 275, 320, 46, 156, 88, 61, 325]. both [100].
bound [215, 257, 160, 249, 320, 293].
boundary [112]. Bounds [72, 267, 236, 328, 247, 290, 23, 312, 6, 326, 15, 288]. boxes [48, 95, 137, 313, 178, 274, 298, 89].
burn [254]. burn-in [254]. byte [232, 339].

CAR30 [68]. cases [112, 14]. CAST [216].
Character [197]. characterising [171].
Characteristic [246, 269, 203, 235, 279, 69, 308, 131].
Characterization [107]. characterizations
deviation [209]. diagrams [302].
Difference [322, 225, 307, 35, 239].
Differential
[267, 129, 86, 321, 55, 96, 171, 189, 139].
differentially [240, 179]. differing [67, 85].
diffusion [183]. digit [246]. digit-sum [246].
digital [51]. dimension [126, 26].
dimensions [27]. Ding [337, 124].
Ding-Helleseth [124].
distinctness [142].
distinguisher [250]. distinguishing [75, 5, 47, 12].
distribution [241, 231, 242, 221, 170, 282].
distributions [177, 97]. divisibility [112, 243].
domain [119]. double [106]. doubly [113]. dual
[345, 310, 317, 104, 127, 228, 220, 287].
duals [136].

EA [44]. EA-equivalent [44]. Eastman
[197]. edge [85]. Editorial
[132, 271, 295, 1, 94, 204, 20, 76, 52, 248].
Efficient [210, 46, 61]. eigenanalysis [151].
eight [337]. elements [158, 304, 282].
elliptic [98]. encoding [123]. encryption
[207, 147, 213, 87]. engineering [99].
Enhanced [139]. ensemble [130]. entropy
[217]. Enumeration [228, 19].
enumerators [264, 190, 166, 311, 167].
equal [102]. Equivalence
[66, 35, 126, 321, 24]. equivalent [44].
Error [300, 39, 180, 6, 326, 148, 7, 331].
error-correcting [326]. errors
[310, 79, 235, 279]. Exact [243, 231].
existence [120]. Exotic [24]. expander
[210]. Expansion [187]. Explicit [267, 330].
exponential [243]. exponents
Extended [114, 98, 335]. extender [119].

Factorization [9, 302]. families
[307, 136, 113]. family [202, 83, 96, 8, 329].
fast [54, 46, 171, 61]. Faster [232]. Fault
[51, 255, 101, 96, 189]. FCSR [41, 6].

FCSRs [183]. feedback [230]. feedbacks
[57, 121]. Feistel [42, 209]. Fermat
[43, 203]. few [37, 280, 162, 164]. Fibonacci
[180]. field [304, 297]. fields
[327, 269, 223, 198, 125, 9, 235, 289, 279, 187,
155, 228, 308, 131, 168]. filtering [241].
Finding [62]. finite
[342, 304, 269, 23, 198, 125, 9, 235, 289, 279,
187, 297, 155, 228, 308, 131, 168]. FIRE
[99]. Five [266, 343]. flat [325]. flexible
[233]. fold [102, 182]. form
[92, 235, 289, 237]. forms [167]. formula
[172]. formulae [228]. four [150, 165].
Fourier [33]. Fourier-analytic [33].
framework [189]. free [78, 93, 130, 110].
Frequency [314, 188, 40, 229, 200].
Frequency-hopping [314, 188, 229, 200].
function [144, 92, 44, 179, 88]. Functions
[116, 158, 240, 43, 218, 50, 140, 37, 66, 132,
271, 277, 19, 261, 243, 126, 82, 157, 151, 175,
17, 321, 262, 160, 47, 340, 273, 64, 134, 107,
103, 135, 70, 276, 260, 136, 162, 275, 16, 46,
284, 45, 171, 156, 88, 220, 139, 196, 343, 272,
61, 201, 325, 131, 165, 239, 168]. Further
[136, 108, 121, 338].

G [173]. gaps [73]. General [116, 39, 253].
gereralizations [301, 75]. Generalized
[233, 116, 154, 200, 184, 198, 125, 160, 186,
74, 337, 14, 189, 268, 170, 174, 42]. generate
[336]. generating [214, 340, 273].
generation [81, 137].
generation/correlation [81]. generator
[174]. generators [53, 241]. Generic
[209, 162, 149, 239]. genetic [137].
geometries [342]. GGHN [13]. girth [299].
Good [245, 172, 137, 314, 270]. Goppa
[159]. grain [252, 96, 129]. grain-like [252].
graph [130]. graphical [84]. graphs
[67, 85, 299, 210, 312]. gray [93, 224].
greedy [169]. grid [15]. groups [120].
Grover [144]. Guest [94, 20, 52, 248].

Hadamard


Jacobi [293]. Joint [2, 148].


Multidimensional [47, 91, 253].
multinomials [34]. Multiple
[267, 213, 253].
multiple/multidimensional [253].
multiplication [206]. Multiplicative
[89, 277, 35, 97]. multisecret [192].
multisequence [148]. multisequences
[2, 230]. multivariate [16]. mutual [211].
Mutually [27, 26, 77]. mystery [316].
Near [322, 79, 201, 229]. near-bent [201].
Near-Optimal [322, 229]. Necessary [116].
egnegabent [168]. negacyclic [172]. nested
[88]. Network [42]. NFSR [57, 121]. NGG
[12]. Niho
[259, 285, 199, 279, 305, 222, 338, 291]. Non
[45, 327, 244, 144, 324, 108, 234].
non-commutative [234]. non-cyclic [324].
non-overlapping [244]. non-prime [327].
non-randomness [108]. non-resiliency
[144]. nonbinary [233]. Nonlinear
[263, 48, 284, 318]. nonlinearities [17].
Nonlinearity
[156, 140, 261, 82, 333, 178, 275, 139, 57, 121].
normal [92]. normality [260]. note
[256, 287]. novel [336]. NTRUSign [51].
nulls [40]. number [304, 214]. numbers
[16, 154].
odd [193, 110, 27, 308, 131]. old [133].
on-line [215]. One [100, 67, 85, 39].
one-round [39]. ones [214]. online [249].
on [112, 133]. operations [147, 87, 97].
Optimal
[160, 312, 322, 83, 150, 181, 117, 188, 130,
153, 182, 266, 323, 281, 113, 231, 229, 200].
optimality [211]. orbit [324]. order
[17, 333, 186, 55, 337, 154, 124, 163, 288].
orders [28]. oriental [334]. oriented
[331]. orthogonal [27, 228]. other [100].
output [97]. overheads [281]. overlapping
[244]. overview [5].
pair [341, 242]. pairing [101]. pairs
[81, 232]. PAM [40]. parallel [109].
parallel-cut [109]. parameters [83].
parametrized [226]. Paraunitary [81].
partial [36, 33]. particular [93].
partitioned [93, 307]. Perfect
[80, 225, 233, 79, 111, 102, 135, 182].
perfectly [39]. period [148, 254, 318, 229].
Periodic [309, 6, 113]. periods [233].
Permutation [44, 235, 40, 259, 285, 199,
permutations [136, 297, 284, 179]. phase
[72]. planar [218, 135]. PN [34]. POEx
[215]. points [171]. Poly [300]. Polynomial
[227, 269, 128, 69]. polynomials
[159, 219, 18, 335, 44, 235, 289, 16, 237].
power [30, 27, 229]. practicability [211].
proscribed [304, 214]. presemifields [158].
PRESENT [86]. PRESENT-80 [86].
prime [327, 126, 186, 30, 27, 163, 10, 229].
prime-power [229]. primitive
[142, 263, 110, 282, 330]. primitives [100].
privacy [114]. private [114]. Probabilistic
[189]. probabilities [102]. probability
[153, 253]. problem [273, 26]. problems
[133]. product [219, 238]. profile [118].
profiles [335]. Progress [21]. projection
[64]. properties
[255, 42, 143, 137, 153, 96, 88, 49]. property
provable [257]. proven [49]. proving [256].
Pseudorandom [16]. pseudorandomness
[258]. public [301]. public-key [301].
QAM [81]. Quadratic
[224, 37, 134, 185, 167]. Quantum
[292, 238, 334, 268]. quartic [286]. Quasi
[159, 135, 322, 125, 317, 228, 174].
Quasi-Complementary [322].
Quasi-cyclic [159, 125, 228, 174].
Quasi-perfect [135]. quasi-twisted [317].
Quaternary [64, 184, 117, 153, 283, 220, 38].
quaternions [80, 225]. quotients [43].
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